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FOREWORD
Every show dealing with mindreading or mind power
should contain an effect of the Mind-over-Matter kind!
This treatise offers the most sensational effects
along this line and which should be in the repertoire
of every mentalist.
Once the secrets are known, the possibilities for
a dramatic and sensational presentation and programing
are limitless.
In the Shattering Chalice, for example, after the
champagne glass breaks, or the window pane, many other
glass items on the stage, like light bulbs and picture
frames can be tricked to break in a chain-reation concluding effect that brings the curtain down!
A Super Falling Block can be gimmicked that doubles as a penetrating or vanishing block and also as a
magnetic block--small magnets are embedded on the bottom of the block so that it sticks to the table. Then
the table can be tilted to any angle and the blocks donot fall, but when the magnet under the table is lowered
the blocks fallon command!
In conclusion for the falling block, the table also
crumbles and two tall pillars standing on both sides of
the stage also fall to pieces and roll on the stage
floor and the curtain falls!
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THE SHATTERED CHALICE
CHAPTER I

FLASH! ------ "Prof. Henry S. Payne is attracting
a great deal of attention. The St. Paul and Minneapolis newspapers are devoting much space to this
gentleman's work! -- Probably his most remarkable
trick is as follows. -- Prof. Payne requests any
person in the audience to hold up a newspaper or
programme, and at command it immediately ignites
and burns up! performer all the while remaining on
stage. ---Mr. Payne has performed this trick under
conditions which preclude the possibility of confederacy!"
William J. Hilliar, editor
The Sphinx. June, 1902
Let us assume that Prof. Payne did have one or more confederates in the audience who held up a newspaper OR were sitting next to a person that did. Whatever the 'modus operandi'
the important thing is that he created a sensation, received
reams of newspaper coverage and word-of-mouth advertisement
which no doubt brought in the dollars.
A present-day dedicated mentalist can duplicate Mr. Payne's
effect and better it. Following are at least EIGHT different
methods for doing the effect. The reader must decide Which one
is best suited for him and then practice the technique to perfection. ATTENTION TO DETAIL IS MOST IMPORTANT!
Mh~HOD I. Igniting a wad of cotton or newspaper held in the
hands by a spectator (a confederate) in the audience or in the
hands of the magician on stage!
The magicians of 80 years ago had a quick, easy and sure
method for this. They simply popped a pea-size piece of yellow
phosphorus into their mouths. The saliva kept the phosphorus
from igniting. At the right moment, the magician 'blew' into
the paper or cotton, secretly spitting out the piece of phosphorus which ignited within 5 seconds.
The confederate in the audience can do likewise. Or if the
confederate in the audience is sitting next to a person that
has a newspaper, the magician points to the confederate and
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tells him to blow on the other person's paper. The confederate
smiles, as if to say, MAre you serious?: The magician insists
and the confederate blows into the paper, secretly adding the
piece of phosphorus.
Due to the danger of a fire, an assistant in the audience
stands by with a bucket of water in which to douse the burning
papers.
When using a spectator in the aUdience, he is instructed
to take only two sheets of the newspaper and form it into a cone,
then to take another sheet or half-sheet and ball it up and
place it into the cone. That way when the fire starts, it will
start at the top of the cone instead of the bottom where it may
burn the spectator's hand.
Phosphorus is a poison, so if the performer is reluctant to
place it into hIs mouth, the assistant in the audience with the
water bucket can have the tiny piece wadded in wet tissue paper and in assisting the spectator in holding the paper high
in the air, he drops in the piece.
It is questionable whether the small piece of phosphorus
kept in the mouth for a short time will have any ill-effects
but then it is up to the individual.
PHOSPHORUS is a solid non-metalic element existing in at
least two forms. One is yellow, poisonous, flamable and luminous in the dark. Another is red, less poisonous and less flamabIe. (For our purpose, the yellow, sometimes called white
phosphorus is preferred. The red phosphorus will not work.)
Phosphorus must be kept In water In a stoppered bottle. It
ignites readily when exposed to air.
The above effect is a sensational one that produces great
response from the audience, no matter how you do it, with assistants are alone on stage.
METHOD IIa The same effect as above but here is the safest
and sure-fire method and by far the easiest. Here you simply
add, secretly, a wad of flash paper into the ball of newspaper
and set the flash paper on fire, secretly of course. The flash
paper besides doing the trick also adds a flash of light to
the effect and what's more the paper lights on command of the
magician or the spectator!
IN EFFECT, Magician asks a spectator inthe audience to choose
a number, say 1 to 10. Say number 6 was chosen. Magician wrires
a large six on a pad of paper, then wads up a sheet of newspaper and holds it up in the air. He then tells the audience to
count to six. At the count of six, the paper flares up and burns!
Sounds great, but how do we ignite the flash paper secretly?
There most be half-a-dozen ways of doing it. A good way is to
get a finger gimmick from the magic store that shoots a flame
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from the fingertips. Som~ ar8 cheap others are expensive. The
expensive ones are the best usually. What you want is a silent
one that ignites a finger of flash paper and shoots it out:
These work with pen batteries and the reader can make one simply by breaking the glass on a pen flashlight in a vise without
breaking the filament. The devise will create enough heat to
ignite the flashpaper.
The magic store gimmick is the best. The newspaper is ignited
simply by holding the paper up and shooting the devise into the
middle of the ball of paper and the flash paper there.
Another simple method to ignite the flash paper inside the
ball of newspaper is to carry a burning punk with you inside
a metal billet pencil. What you want is a piece of good punk
that will not go out. The piece of punk is lit and then placed
inside the metal billet pencil. When needed the punk is pushed
out about 1/4 inch so that it touches the flash paper.
The billet pencil has the added feature that it can be used
to write down the number called by the audience. Then the magician picks up the newspaper with the same hand that holds the
billet pencill The paper will then ignite on command I
A good piece of punk can be had in the Chinese stores that
sell fireworks. In a pinch, a piece of burning incense can be
used. The incense can be on the table burning. At the proper
time it is simply finger-palmed and used when needed.
A piece of burning incense can also be glued to the plunger
of the billet pencill
The flash paper used must be fresh and it should be tested
before the show.
MHTHOD 1111 The Challenge. A spectator in the audience
challenges the magician to repeat the trick with his newspaperl
Magician calls the spectator forward and tells him to pick out
anyone page from his paper. Magician takes the paper and wads
it into a ball and places it on a plate on the stage table.
After a few moments of concentration the ball of paper
bursts into flamel
In the PRESENTATION the magician must act exactly as what he
pretends. That is that the paper is ignited by thought alone!
So he must not do anything that looks like the opposite. He
must simply ball up the paper and drop it on the plate and stand
back. (some performers push and rub the paper on the plate
vigorously, which looks out of context).
The secret is the use of potassium permanganate and glycerine.
The potassium comes in tiny pellets. Take 4 or 5 of these pellets
and crush them into powder with the back of a spoon and place
the powder into a small piece of flash paper and make a tiny
wad with some scotch tape as shown in Fig. 1. Place it in
your pocket or somewhere where it is readilly at hand.
~
Fig. 1 C!J
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Next place a small pool of glycerine in the bottom of the
dish or plate to be used.
For the presentation, magiican takes the sheet of newspaper and balls it up, adding the small bag of potassium to
the outside and then dropping the ball over the pool of glycerine. There will be a time delay but as soon as the glycerine
gets to the potassium, it will ignite.
Just one drop of glycerine is enough to start the fire. BUT
the method will not work unless the following is done,
1. The potassIum must be ground to powder.
2. The glycerine must be of room temperature or warmer.
J. The flash paper must be of the thinnest kind and must
be freshly prepared.
The reader may want to also try cigarrete paper. The paper
must be of a kind that will let the glycerine filter through!
A streamline version using this method can be found in the
book "The Art of Eddie Joseph."
METHOD IV. In this method a piece of potassium (not potassium permanganate) is wrapped in flash paper and then tied
to a gelatin capsule filled with water. To ignite the ball of
paper the above package is sqeezed so that the gelatin capsule breaks and wets the potassium which will then ignite.
Method V. The same as above except that sodium metal is
used instead of the potassium.
METHOD VI. Another similar method. A piece of metal magnesium is wrapped in flash paper. Then it is joined to a wad
of cotton damped with water. When the magnesium becomes wet
it will ignite.
METHOD VII. This is what is known as liguid fireS One part
of YELLOW PHOSPHORUS to 12 parts of Carbon Bisulphide.
Cautionl Handle these chemicals with extreme care. Liquid
Fire is hIghly flamable and will cause severe burns I The solution must be stored in a glass stoppered glass bottle and it
must be used when fresh as it is not stableS
This is a very dramatic and beautiful method since, besides
the liquid fire solution all that is needed is some showmanshipl
The magician must experiment with the time element. If more
time is needed before ignition, then the solution must be made
with more carbon bisulphide or less phosphorus.
THE PRESENTATION, Magician asks a spectator for a sheet
fro~ his newspaper. While spectator is coming forward, an
ass1stant backstage pours some liquid fire into a plate and
places the plate on a small table and brings the table on
stage. Magician then takes the newspaper sheet, balls it up
and places it on the plate and commands it to burn. As soon
as the paper comes into contact with the solution and the
carbon begins to evaporate, it ignites, very magically.
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METHOD VIII. Mix one part of powdered obsolutely dry iodine
crystals with an equal part of dry aluminum powder. When water
is added (only one drop is needed) to this gob, a purple-red
smoke and fire will ensue, letting the wise ones know that it
is a chemical trick but on the other hand it will look magicall

'!f'tlf,t.4tttL (J~lti 4 t i tJr& :

For the Magic Den
In this effect we do just the opposite. Here we command a piece of paper not to burnl
EFFECT. Sitting at a table with a lit candle, the magician tears off a sheet from his scratch pad and hands it to a
sitter. Magician then tears off the next sheet from the pad
and passes the sheet over the flame of the candle, but the paper will not burn. Magician states that the paper will not
burn until he so commands.
The sitter is invited to do the same but the sitter's paper
catches on fire. The sitter may be given the paper held by
the magician but it also burns, or not burn if so commandedl
THE PREPARATION. From the stationers, get a scratch pad
of opaque or semi-opaque paper size 5 by 8 inches. These pads
are usually made of the rough dull cheap color.
From your kitchen get a square of tin foil or aluminum wrap.
You will need a piece about Ji by 4 inches square. The tin foil
must be flat without wrinkles.
Using paste (never rubber cement) or a glue stick attach
the square of tin foil to the third sheet down in your scratch
pad. As shown in Fig. 2. Next cover the third sheet with the
second sheet and paste it in place in perfect alignment. These
two sheets, the second and third, will be handled as one. And
the tin foil must be kept a secret. Hence the opaque paperl
In order for the best results, there must be no air pockets
between the tin foil and the third sheet.
THE PRESENTATION. Talk about psychic forces, etc.
and the ability to command the elements.
Tear off the top sheet (unprepared) of the pad
and hand it to the spectator. While you take
the double prepared sheet.
Now it you lower the prepared sheet over the
candle flame at the center of the sheet, it will
not burn, because the tin foil takes all the heat.
However when you give this sheet to the spectator
it will burn as the edges of the sheet all around
Fig. 2
will burnl
For a repeat performance, several sheets should be prepared.
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CHAPTER II

Fame and fortune await the man who can shatter a drinking
glass, or any glass, with the power of his thoughtl The very
thought of it will make the world sit up and take noticel
The feat is rarely seen yet it is not hard to do. In the
days before television, the feat was performed over the radio
and created world-wide sensation.
We are told that the effect was done as follows.
A champagne glass was broken by tapping it lightly, the
pieces collected and glued back together with rubber cement.
Several glasses were prepared before the show. During the show
the glass was shown and placed into a bag. A cracking noise
was heard after the concentration. The bag was opened and the
glass
was seen to be shatteredl The craking noice was produced backstage by actually breaking another glass. The person
who held the bag was a confederate who secretly tapped the
prepared glass to make it collapse again.
It is hard to believe that such a crude method could be
sold to anyone, but the fact is that the world was clamoring
to see such an effect and when it was done it sold everyone.
It is the effect on the minds of the public that counts and
not the method.
A lot of time and thought was spent in creating this mindbusting effect. Another method used and which is still used
today by stage magicians, is to place the glass on a table.
Behind the glass is a spring knocker, similar to a rat-trap
devise. At the right moment the spring is released and the
knocker shatters the glass. Again the glass must be enclosed
in a plastic bag to avoid injuring anyone.

t)tlJ.i( :.. ,,?eO- -t.~

:
For several centuries magicians have known of and
used "Devil's Tears." These are giant beads of
glass, about one inch in diameter, that look like
tears, Fig. J. These tears can be hammered and
will not break, yet they will disintegrate
into powder at the command of the magicianl This
amazing effect is created by a scientific principle
inherent in the glass itself. By breaking off the tail of
the tear, the rest of the bead will collapse into powder.
During the presentation the tear is placed in the folds of
a handkerchief. An assistant backstage makes a breaking
noice and then the powder is found in the handkerchiefl
Do not underestimate these effects. They are brain-busters
that give your audience a much needed thrill.
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Back in the late 1950's, when
Mentalists were making headlines
with prediction boxes, some very
exciting news came out when
Louis Tannen of NYC put out
his ad for the "Devil's Flask."
The ad in Fig. 4, was published in Tannen's "Top
Hat Topics" Vol. J #11,
which came out about
1958.
Needles to say,
this writer ran to buy
some. Frank Garcia
was behind the counter You may have noticed that this item waS advertised for only a few months and then no
doing the demonstramore. Here's why. We knew we had a terrific item but we didn't know it would sell out
tions.
that quickly. It has taken till now to get a fresh supply. The new size is 5'/2" long end
This was indeed a
the base is 1112" in diameter. This glass flask is shown to be practically indestructib!e.
aeat it with a hammer or drive nails using the glass as a hammer. Holding it at arm's
hot item and a boon
length you patter about the power of mind over matter. At your command the flask
to any mental programl
shatters to pieces. Full control, positive action without moving a muscle. The most mind
Great for the closing
baffling effect you've ever seen. The larger model is still the sama price.
effect. Imagine a
Fig. 4
$1.25 each; $12.00 a dozen
glass flask that i s - '--'
so strong that it can be hammered, or used as a hammer to hammer nails into a wooden board and yet it will shatter into
pieces at the will of the magicianl
Unlike the Devil's Tears that have been around for centuries, "The Devil's Flask" was as new as the space age.
Wilbur Kattner of Weatherford, Texas, sent the following.
The shattering flasks, later called the Devil's Flask by
magicians, was first made in the 1940's by the Corning Glass
Works of Corning, New York. for demonstrations of the release
of strain in an object. The flask must be hand-blown and must
be cooled rapidly by a blast of super-cool airl
Corning called the glass, "the Bologna bottle," only made
a few for magic dealers and then made no more.
The original flasks were only 4 inches long and It inch in
diameter. Later they were made 5 inches long. Some of the flasks
made today are longer yet, about 10 or 12 inches long, but very
expensive and it is questionable whether they are worth it unless they are used in a big paying dat~.
There i. a story on the West Coast (USA) that a magician
went around testing all the pop bottles he could find and that
he finnally found one that would shatter just like the flask
using the carborundum crystals.
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The story is not hard to believe. Micky Hades say. that
lately some glass bottles have been banned from the market
because they were exploding when agitated due to the pressure
of the carbon dioxidel
Louis Tannen told this author that some coke bottles were
especially prepared for a shattering effectl
Syd Bergson suggested putting a cork stopper on the Devil's
Flask with the carborundum crystal suspended in the cork and
releasing it at the needed time while the performer stood off!
TO MAKE THE CARBORUNDUM CRYSTALS, get a carborundum stone,
the ones used for sharpening knives, and hit it a good blow
with a heavy hammer. The stone will break into many crystals.
THE DEVIL'S FLASK should be used as a closing effect and
never put into a bag. The audience will get a bigger thrill
if they see the crystal exploding 'on command!'
For those in the back row, let me say that the Devil's
Flask is very hard on the outside and soft in the inside. When
a carborundum is secretly dropped into the flask, a mere scratch
on the inside will collapse the flask into pieces!
The effect is profound and it has converted many pagans.
One drawback with both The Devil's tear and the Devil's
Flask is that they are not readilly available. If you need
one in a hurry, chances are you will not find one. The magician must stockpile these items when available and at an
almost forbidden price.
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'rom ~urope, the AME offices received a picture
of what appears to be a most practicle gimmick designed by Robert Harbin, Fig. 6.
This gimmick, released by the producer of the
English play "The Iron Duchess," is designed for
stage use and supposedly can not be seen six yards
away. It is made of strong steeelwire, the kind
sold in hobby stores for making landing gear for
model airplanes. The wire is about an eigth of an
inch thick or a bit less. It is shaped to fit the
particular glass to be used with a pair of pliers.
The gimnlck is further hidden if a glass of red
wine is useQ. By squeezing the gimmick, the glass
i
6
will break and spill the winel
F g.
It is great for the bullet trick. A person fires a bullet
which apparently goes through the magician and breaks a glass
of wine held in the hands of someone standing behind himl
In the play, the actor held up his glass (gesturing a toast
perhaps), a shot is heard and the glass breaks!
In Fig. 6, the glass can be held so that the gimmcick rests
on the thumb, which will further hide it.
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Manufacturing rights reserved for this gimmick
by AME

Fig. 7 shows a fabulous gimmick for the shattering of any
examined champagne glass on command.
It is a thumb tip fitted with a spring knocker that can be
released at any given moment simply by pushing in on the
release pin at the tip of the thumb.
The knocker is made of very strong spring wire and is
mounted on a metal plate on top of the thumb tip. The release
lever runs inside or outside the tip.
The gimmick like any magician's thumb tip is of course
almost invisible since the thumb is kept hidden behind the fingers of the hand. However it is painted flesh color anyway.
IN THE PRESENTATION a number of champagne glasses may be
offered for examination and then one chosen. The magician takes
the chosen glass in his left hand at the finger tips (the
gimmick is on the right thumb) and shows the hand and glass
all around to gesture psychologically that everything is normal. Magician lectures on the Mind-over-Matter theme. Then the
glass is taken with the tips of the right hand, thumb hidden
from view, of course and the glass shatters on command I
When the glass shatters, magician pulls back his right hand
in sort of a surprise gesture and palms the gimmick in the
act.
The gimmick can also be used to shatter light bulbs I

~~ "_t~'''Li~,d 't/)i.tI6UUI- ~e
The gimmick\n Fig. ? may also be practical in shattering

a window pane. The reader may know that
there is a safety glass used in the
rear window of automobiles that
pulverizes into tiny bits when
it receives a shrp blowl
If the gimmick is strong enough
it may do the trick.
Using ordinary window pane thin
glass will still create a sensation
in any show.
Fig. ?
The effect must be used as a closing
effect since the broken glass will have to be
ewept afterwards.
AME is contracting to have some of these gimmicks made.
No doubt that everyone who reads about it will want one. However it will be months before any are available.
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BY Ted Lesley
EFFECT. Magician passes out several
keys for inspection. The keys are then collected and placed in a champagne glass,
that magician holds in his fingertips.
ZMagician then asks everybody to concentrate in bending the keys by will power!
The concentration becomes so intense that
it shatters the champagne glass and the
keys and pieces of glass fall to th~ floor.
When the keys are examined they are
found to be bent!
THE SECRET. Ted Lesley is the busiest and highest paid
magician-mentalist in Germany. He makes his headquarters in
Berlin.
For this amazing effect, Ted uses the AME Pharaoh's Palm
to switch the keys. After the keys are collected they are
switched and dropped into the champagne glass. The audience
can not see that they are already bent.
Ted then uses the Iron Duchess gimmick to break the glass.
The gimmick disappears up the sleeve or into the coat by a
pull!
Ted does a similar show to Dunninger's. He does a well
presented magic show and mixes in some mentalism which leaves
the audience baffled.

-n()t~~

:

The Pharaoh's Palm can be found in Mental-~ttes.
European magicians have been breaking champagne glasses
simply by dropping a steel ball bearing into the glass from
above.
Another method suggested is a swinging weight on a string.
An assistant releases a weight suspended from above. The magician stand holding the glass in the path of the weight's swing!
In the Glass Key effect above, the magician uses his own
keys. Say about 6 or eight straight keys which are then switched
for some similar but bent keys. The keys need not be bent
too much. Just a slight bent will do.
The spring lever or knocker that breaks the glass in the
Ghost Bullet gimmick sticks out about 1/4 to 1/2 inch beyond
the tip of the thmmb tip after it is released.
In the Glass key, Ted also uses bent coins or linked paper
clips. 1\11 ere? t.e a doublt~- brain- truster effect.
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A dull block of wood that topples over on
command is something to wonder about. Here is
another effect that enchants the mind and creates
much talk.
This old chestnut of the magician has created a
lot of interest lately due to the popularity of
mentalism.
The simplest and perhaps the best way to
do the effect is by using a thread. This
method was well treated in Ed Mellon's
MentalWise. Vol. II #12 and Vol. III #1.
Back in the 1950's, Robert Harbin
of England wrote up his idea for the
falling block. It contained a eggtimer. ( a tiny sand clock ). This created interest to the extent
that Louis Tannen bought the manufacturing rights and advertised
it in his #2 Magic catalogue for 1955. The effect was never sold
due to the fact that it did not work. Sometimes the block toppled over at the right time and sometimes it did not. So it was
withdrawn and never a one sold.
In the mid 1960's George Arrowsmith, in his book "Arrowsmith's
Assorted Mysteries," pUblished an excellent idea. He used two
decks of cards that (apparently) were unprepared. One deck was
balanced atop the other and the top deck would fallon command!
One of the decks of cards was prepared by embedding two eggtimers in a well cut into all the cards and then covered with
two whole cards on top and bottom. and cased.
The decks are passed out for examination and shuffling by
first passing one deck (the unprepared one) out on one side of
the room, retrieving it, and going to the other side and passing
out the same deck again for shuffling. A simple tray does the
trick. One deck is placed on one end and the other on the other
end. By simply changing hands it appears that both decks were
passed out.
The egg-timers are placed at a 35 degree angle from the vertical.
Louis Tannen confided in me that the egg timers did not work
due perhaps to different temperatures or qualities in the manufacture.
I took the problem into my own den and made a falling block
that contained four egg-timers. If half of them failed, I thought
the other will not. So the block worked. The four egg-timers
were placed in a square at the center of a block of balsa wood
and leaned at about a 35 degree angle from the vertical.
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The best idea of all, using a falling block with a sandclock-timing devise was qesigned by Tom Fitzgerald and it made
the front page of Sam Dalal's "Mantra" Vol. I,
#11 for Feb. 1976.
Tom called it itA Block from the wall of
Jericho."
Fig. 9 shows an outline of how the block
is made. There are two pieces of wood,
A and B that are cut exactly alike and have a
slope on one side at an angle of about
15 degrees. These two pieces are then inverted
and placed inside the block so that the edges
barely touch and have an opening just large
enOugh to allow the sand to pass from the top
compartment to the bottom one as shown by the
A
arrow. Use the finest sand only.
All you have to do after the block is
Fig. 9
assembled is to time it. For best results
the tumbling block is placed over another block
so that it is on the edge with about half the block sticking
out.
Another idea is to embed Tom's tumbling block into a
diamond shaped wooden block as shown in Fig. 10. That way the
block can be placed on any small table or pedestal.
The falling block designed by Tannen was in diamond
shape. The one drawback here is that the block looks
like a gimmick or novelty, whereas an ordinary
looking block of wood looks natural and unpreparedl
The magician may want to go through the motion
of having someone from the audience saw off a
square piece of wood from a piece of lumber
which is then switched for the gimmicked blockl
A GOOD COMBINATION of effects is to do
other good magic tricks that involve a block,
Fir.1Q
like the Vampire Block or the Penetrating Block trick
and then follow up with the falling block.
~E

NOTE. The original block shown in Fig. 9 was 5 inches
square by J inches thick.
AN ELBCTRONIC FALLING BLOCK Which has a pendulum embeded
insIde would never fall untIl a remote botton is pushed which
throws the pendulum off center (something like the spirit bell
that moves a hammer) AND TOPPLES THE BLOCKl
In an emergency, don't overlook the old stand bUy gimmick,
the palpitator or plate lifterl Place it under the table cloth
and then place two blocks of wood over it one over the other.
they will topple over and the blocks can be examinedl
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CHAPl'ER IV
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Most of the information in this
chapter has never appeared in print. It
1s priceless for the office reader, the
parlour entertainer and the serious ESP
researcher.
Unlike Chevruel's Pendulum that swings
in circles and tells the sex of an unborn
0
0
child, locates missing persons, etc, our
eO
pendulums only move in a straight line
C
to and fro, and are used only to show
psychic motion caused by mysterious and
~
unknown forces (to the sitters)l
C
We know however that the pendulums move
due to "ideo-motor action" or involuntary
impulses emited by the mind and
transmited through the arms and
I
fingertips of the sitter and onto
Fig. 11
the table and the pendulumsl
We also know that the pendulums will not move
unless there is contact between the person willing the pendulums
to move and the table.
To that knowledge we add a technique that deepens the mysteryl Let Fig. 11 represent a table over which are suspended
10 pendulums on a horizontal arm between two uprights.
The pendulums are made by suspending fishline weights
about i inch in diameter on fine thread and attached to eyescrews at the top. Each pendulum is numbered from 1 to 10.

•

.••

THE EFFECT. A spectator is asked to sit at a table that has
10 pendulums suspended over it. The operator sits about six or
more feet away. Operator chooses one of the pendulms by number
and the sitter is ask to choose another. Sitter is then told
to place his finger tips on the table and to press down a bit
to keep the table in t.ension. Sitter is now asked to 'will' his
chosen pendulum to swing, back and forth. Operator says that he
will also will his chosen pendulum to swing.
After a few moments of concentration. a mystery unfolds.
Only the two chosen pendulms move. while the others remain
motionlessl
The test can be repeated with other pendulums with the same
result OR the operator and the sitter change places and two
other pendulums chosen and again the chosen pendulums move,
the sitter making his pendulum move by will power alonel
Before reading the secret. stop and ponder the weight of
the effect on anyone's mind who is not in on it. Surely there
must be unkown and mysterious forces at work as rationality
can not account for what is seenl

I
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COSMIC MOTION •.•.•.••. cont.
THE SECRET. Please ta~e a closer look at Fig. 11. The pendulums appear to be of hapnalard Ienths but they are notl They
have been carefully and exactly measured and are paired. Pendulums number 1 and number 9 are of the same exact lengthl
Each pendulum is clearly numbered so that there can be no
mistaking them and the weights may be painted of different
colors.
The lengths of the pendulums are measured from the point of
suspension (at the eye-screw) to the center of the weight.
So the screws at the top should be all uniform.
The pairs of pendulums and their lengths are as per the
following table.
Paired pendulums
Len!}hS
5nches
# 2 and 10
6
n
5 and 8
7
n
1 and 9
8
..
4 and 7
J and 6
9
"
Once the pendulums are carefully measured and suspended, the
operator need only worry about the pairs. The weights, of course
must also be uniform.
IN THE PRESENTATION. The operator only pretends to choose
his pendulum first but actually he waits until the sitter chooses
his pendUlum and then anouces the other pendulum of the pair as
his. Now since the sitter is consentrating, staring a't·and.willing
his pendUlum to move, when the pendulum start to move, the operator's pendulum moves also since they are paired, have the same
length and therefore the same rhytheml
Many of the facts stated here are hard to believe. The reader
must try these experiments so that he can convince himself first
and then he will know how to instruct the sitter.
A square wooden kitchen type table is the best, but any small
table will do. Place the finger tips of both hands on the edge
of the table nearest you and press down and to the right a bit
to displace the table about 114 or 1/2 inch and hold that 'tension and then will your chosen pendulum to move.
At first most of the pendulums move a little but eventually
as the operator concentrates on his chosen pendulum, the movement of the other pendulums is canceled out and they come to
rest and remain motionless.
The hands may be placed flat on the table and the pendulums
will move. The one prime requisite is to look intensely at the
Chosen pendulum only and will it to move saying "back and Forth"
over and over and keep in rhythem will the pendulum once it
starts to move.
Some sitters can cause the pendulum to move immediately
While others take a bit longer and sometimes need coaxing and
help from the operator.
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In thB following tests, it appears that there is no contact
BIt all with the table that holds the pendulums, yet the chosen
pendulum sw.ings.
All the writers on 'pendulums' have told you that the pendulum swing., due to t'ideo-motor action" or unseen muscle responces due to suggestability. having its genesis in the mind
and traveling through the arms and fingertips onto the pendulum.
What they have not told you is that this same 'ideo-motor
action' can also travel down your leg and out your toest
Let's assume that you have gone through the
trou~le of preparing some pendulums in bottles
as detailed in 'Mental-Ettes.' You will meed
~~ ~~
about 4 or five of these. Large clear-glass
~ ~
pop bottles are best. The weights are suspended inside the pottles on strings from the
cork. The bottles are sealed with e~ch string
Fig. 12
being of different length.
You will also need a small square table.
Place the bottles on the table. Fig. 12 shows two small
squares Which represent the table legs. Plac'e your feet flat
on the floor and push sideways against the table legs as shown
by the arrows. Spread the legs out about one inch and keep the
pressure on the legs. Then pick out one bottle, stare at it
and 'will' it to move. Keep repeating in your mind, the command,
"back and forth" over and over. Soon you will see the pendulum
in the chosen bottle commence to swing. The swing will get larger until the weight strikes the side of the bottle and it will
ring out like a tiny bell.
At first you may get impatient and want to wiggle your toes
inside your shoes to make the table move, but eventually you
will get the gist of it. All that is really needed is to think
and the pendulum will swing.
Do not touch the table with your hands but rather cross
your arms. Although the table ~ill be moving, its movement
must be inperceptible. Try to direct your thoughts to the right
leg instead of both legs of the table BUT the table legs must
be kept under tension.
The results are uncanny, especially when you tell the sitter
that he is doing it. What batfles everyone is that only the
chosen pendulum moves While the others come to restl This one
phenomena is very hard to comprehend. If the table moves, then
all the pendulums should move. That is why your thoughts must
fall in rhythem to the swing of the pendulum you are staring
atl The rhythem of the swing of the chosen pendulum nullifies
the swing of the other pendulums Which have a different rhythem
of motion.
There should be no perceptible movement of the operators'
leg, during the test as that would no doubt give the seoret
away.
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THE LONG RANGE CONTROL.

After masterIng the ~rAviQus effeot, you may want to try
the following which is even easier.
Here we use the mentalist's friend, the palpitator or plate
lifter.
Spread a blanket on the center of the floor and place your
table on top of the blanket. The table can be either a 4-leg
table or a J-leg lamp table.
Run your palPitator tube under the blanke~.
Place the
bulb under one table leg. The working end of the palpitator
should be just under the edge of the blanket close to where
the operator will sit.
Place your shoe over the ball under the blanket and all is
ready. The amazing thing here is that you do not have to depress the ball any perceptible amount but just a slight touch
will do. Have the sitter choose one of the bottles. You then
stare at the bottle and 'will' it to move telling the sitter
to do the same. The sitter should be sitting away from the
table also without any contact with it.
In this particular case you can actually move your leg as
though you are straining tQ affect the swing of the pendulum
with some body-English and the movements will of course not
be suspiciou~.

"A,~ ~'f ~.'6 ~

..,,:

An impressive test done with the pendulums in the bottle
is to have the speotator stand in the middle of the room and
give him a large thin book or a tray to hold. Then place just
two of three bottles on the tray, Tell him to choose one bottle and concentrate on it. While tpe spectator holds the tray
between his two hands, his chosen pendulum will soon begin to
swing. The pendulum will swing fr~ely until it strikes the side
of the bottle.
If you then tell the spectator to choose another bottle,
that one pendulum will repeat the miraclel
The use of a book instead of a tray may add mystery and
create lalk.
When using a blanket on the floor, a mystical reason can
be given like 'cancelling out negative forces,' etc.

~6~

"41
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The following excerps are quoted from "My Occult Case Book"
by Frank Lind, printed by Rider and Company, London and New York.
"If a chain be formed by a dozen or so persons joining hands,
and one of the party dangles a gold ring or some other metal
object by a thread, the attachment will swing to and fro or
remain motionless at the unexpressed desire of any individual
in the row, quite independent of the holder. The orders given
known to the director alone, mysteriously pass like an elec-
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tric current through the whole length of the chain. The experiment has been conducted successfully time and again. Can
it be accounted for by the theory of involuntary muscular
action? Not without streching that theory to an incredible
extent."
(page 117)
"A correspondent has recently informed me that, when he
uses Chevreul's pendulum, he often sees the thread and attachment a luminous blue
(page 118)
II

,.e,.,
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Recently, a large group Of h~P researchers (all Shut-eyes
apparently) in New Jersey tried a pendulum experiment in a
local school gym. About 100 of them sat around a gigantic
pendulum suspended from the rafters in the middle of the gym.
They all tried to concentrate and make the pendulum swing.
They failed, utterly, of course.
Perhaps a grqup of magicians, who know the phenomena of
the pendulum could have done better.
One would have to assume that the entire Gym building
is the'bottle' inside which the pendulum is suspended.
100 persons in the group would have to sit in two lines
each facing each other and swing their bodies in unison
willing the pendulum to swing. 50 would have to move to the
right While the other 50 at the same time move to the leftl
After all some buildings, move. The Empire state building
in NYC moves several ipches as it sway.s in the windl
One of the 'shut-eyes' mentioned above visited the AME
reading room. She was shown that the pendulums do work. She
became thourouly disgusted because I possesed the 'gift'
and she did not. Needless to say we parted in bad taste.
The principles of Chevreul's pendulum and its possibilities
is well covered in Ormand McGill's "Psychic Magic" vol. 6,
and also in "General Techniques of Hypnotism" by Andre M.
Weitzenhoffer.

All manner of miracle with limitless powers has been
attributed to the 'penduluml'
Ideo-motor action is also defined as 'Sensory Automatism.'
It is manifested in telephthy, clairvoyance and in automatic writing, painting, reading, talking and in dowsing.
It can manifest itself in massive motor impUlses as in
the case of the man who received the impulse to run home
and got there just in time to save his young son who had
set himself on firel (Phantasms of the Living, Vol. II
page 377).
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It is a hot day in August
1956. A U.S. Freighter is
discharging cargo at a doc~

in Bangkok. Thailand.
At 11 A.M. all operations suddenly cease and a
profound silence ensues.
A look at the dock reveals a strange sight. All
the stevedores are standing
against the wall of the
warehouse. like paralysed
in time.
Someone points to the
center of the wharf. A
cobra is slowly and cautiously crawling along the
center of the dock with its
head up and its hood expanded.
Someone whispers. "Do not move."
The cobra continues cautiously and
slowly crawling and watching until it
reaches the end of the dock where it
creeps through the boards and vanishes into
the rocks below. Cargo operations then resume.
It is hard to believe that a 5 ft. thin cobra could paralyse
a dock force of 200 men and machinery only by its presence.
It is harder to believe that it can happen in an area where
the cobra is common.
One would assume that the natives. living in an area where
5000 people die yearly of cobra bites would make their business
to learn to deal with the cobra and know how to safely kill it
or capture it. But that is not to be. Whenever a cobra becomes
a nuisance. the local gentry call in the ~doctor' from the
serpentarium, if there is one, or the snake charmer-magician.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE COBRA, The cobra uprears its head and
expands its neck hoodlike in defence. In the presence of humans
it is in deathly fear of its life. Ignoramus--homo-sa.pien likewise becomes paralysed with fear at the sight of a cobra and
in an encounter the cobra usually wins. It bites in defence.
It is not commonly known that when a cobra feels itself
outnumbersd, as by too many people in a group it cowards and
crawls low in the grass and tries to escape by crawling into
a cravice in the rocks and will even go between people's legs
in its flight.
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Taking a lesson in cobra charming in Singapore in 1956
from Indian magician. Al Mann on the left.
A cobra is easily distracted with almost anything. A handkerchief, or a hat or coat or shirt. If you wave a handkerchief
in front of the cobra it will try to bite the handkerchief.

""e SfIL..lie- e~"w/'elf..-~,·(!ifJ-fA,,:

Here is one smart cookie, as far as the cobra is concerned.
The Indian cobra charmer learns everything there is to know
about the cobra and he doesn't care if he learns anything else.
He makes a good living off the tourists and his overhead is
nill. Many of these magicians only do that one trick.
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Very few magician."ever die from cobra bites unlike many
scientists that have. A magician never works with a cobra unless it is defanged. Even then he treats the cobra with much
respect as he well knows that the cobra is stil dangerous and
can grow back fangs sometimes.
Doctors that work in serpentariums with fanged cobras have
died from bites due to carelessness.
A woman doctor in California who insisted in taming a cobra
died from its bite.
The magician on the other hand displays better sence. He
watches the snake always when it is out of the basket or when
its head is upreared.
The magician knows that his eyes and his reflexes are faster
than the strike of the snake. When he is playing the flute, he
keeps his fingers in motion continuously which confuses the
cobra. If the fingers stop moving the cobra tries to bite into
one.
The cobra does not realize that it is defenseless when defanged. Your author one time saw a cobra strike a magician and
bite into his little finger, when the magician was distracted
talking to another person. This was indeed a very nervous
scene. The cobra puts all its energy into injecting the poison
and it shakes and trembles while doing it. Luckily the magician
suffered no ill effects as the cobra was defanged and did not
break the skin.
NAJA-NAJA. The Indian magician only uses for his act certain
types of cobra. Usually it is the Naja-Naja Indian cobra. This
cobra has to bite you to inject its poison while the King Cobra and the Black-Neck Cobra of Africa attabk by shooting a
stream of poison into the victim's eyes. That would surely
make a mess of things during the show~

,.e:

~. . . "fItMf4tJ
Here is a native of India that takes no 'lip' from a
cobra and really knows how to handle them.
In Karachi (India in 1946), a magician charged 10
rupees to put on a contest between a cobra and a mongoose.
The 10 rupees were to bUy another cobra, since the mongoose
always wins. The strike of the cobra is slow, and from its
upreared position it must strike downwards in an arc and its
reach is not too much. The mongoose knows that and always
stays out of reach by its superior agility.
The mongoose plays with the cobra a bit and then delivers
the coup. It sidewinds the cobra. When the cobra strikes, the
mongoose swiftly turns its body into a 'u' shape and catches
the cobra behind the neck and kills it.
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While lea~~g the secrets of cobra charming,
your author fell in with a troupe of professional
magicians in Bangkok ; The experience was indeed a
lesson in how to put on a sensational magic show.
The show was fast and dynamic. One effect
after the other. The audience was so enthralled
with the show that they probably did not noticed
that the magicians changed as fast as the tricks.
After each magician did his trick, he was not
Fig. 15
given time for bows, applause or curtatin calls,
another magician jumped right in front, stole the stage and
did his trick, fire bathing, or fire eating or whatever.
Later I was amazed to learn that each magician always did
the same trick. That was his 'forte'and he spent day and night
trying to better it and went on stage and did a masterful
job of it.
The leader of the magicians"QJ.c1 the only trick that inv olved
patter. He did the trick with the rising doll. This one effect
amazed everyone. He used a tiny doll, Fig. 15, about 4i inches
long with big feet. It was made out of balsa wood all in one
piece except for the arms. The swinging arms gave the impression
that the doll was in several pieces and collapsable.
He placed the doll on his opened left hand in a sleeping
position and then implored the doll to wake up and stand up.
After a long line of patter and the doll did not stand up
the magician placed some dirt under its feet and then the doll
slowly stood upS There were no strings or hairs, the magician
was using a gum similar to rubber cement.
The good thing about rubber cement is that you can actually
put some dust or powder on it and it still works I Then the magician at the end wipes off the dirt and gets rid of the evidenc~
at the same timel
By far the most impressive effect is the one done with the
live cobra snakes. A magician took a crate, about J ft. long by
2 wide and 2 high, which had been sitting in the middle of the
ring of spectators, turned the crate upside down and dumped
12 cobra snakes on the grass I
The ring of people was about 15 feet in diameter. Barefooted
children were sitting on the grass in front of the ring while
adults were standing. The cobras upreared their heads and prepared to strike by expanding their hoods. BUT they would not
approach the people. They were simply overwhelmed by a wall of
people all around. The cobras stayed in a group in the center
of the ring. Once in a while, a cobra would sink low in the
grass and tried to escape by crawling under the wall of people,
but the magician, who kept an eye on them, took the snake by the
tail and pulled it back to the center. The snakes would try to
bite anyone that approached, but they would not initiate an
attack.
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All the cobras were of course defanged and of the Naja-Naja
type. Experts say that this cobra does not initiate an attack
but will only bite if provoked, when someone gets too near BUT
they do attack if disturbed during mating like any good snake
should.
After the audience got a good eye-full of the snakes, the
magician collected them all but one and put them in their crate
and then started to thrill the audience with ------- .
This magician was different from the run of the mill snake
charmers. He was tops and was about to impress the audience with
his mastery over the beast.
He made the snake dance to his flute. (the cobra does not
hear high-pitch tones but is facinated by the eight moving fingers) Then he teased the snake with a hankerchif and the snake
tried to bite the handkerchief. Next he picked up a skull ( a
real one) and teased the cobra with it. The cobra's strike is
slow so the magician did not let the cobra bite into the skull
as that would spoil the show, but he wanted the audience to see
the cobra open its mouth. And it did that repeatedly.
After this byplay went on
for aWhile, then the magi~--~-
cian stood very still and
so did the cobra. The
cobra's eyes were glued
on the magician.
Fig. 16
The magician then
raised his right hand
slowly brought the hand
and arm high and very
extended like in Fig. 16
down with his fingers
middle finger was touching
until the tip of his
This was a very dramatic,
the cobra's nose tip.
scene as everyone present exnervous and thrilling
a good bite into the fingers,
pected the cobra to take
stared completely domibut the cobra just
The magician then placed
nated by its master,
his hand over the cobra'~s~::~~~
head and lowered the coof the box and then picked
bra's head down to the top
The cobra gave up completely
up the cobra by its head I
and just hung there.
The cobra was then returned
to its basket. End of showl

ee:;2

THE HOW. Many thought that
cobra. Others thought that the cobra was
the magician or that the magician's hand
Well, the cobra just didn't want any
hand no matter what it was.

magician hypnotized the
just plain scared of
resembled another cobra.
part of the magician's

'"lC"lII"
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The cobra knows that there is hell to pay if it bites into
the magicians fingers.
In the privacy of his home the magician has trained the
cobra not to bite his fingers. He does this by using a metal
or plaster hand. Besides that the hand is covered with some
obnoxious substance like hot. pepper.· So everytime the cobra
bites into the metal fingers, it injures its mouth and gets
stung by the pepper or what have you.
Even if the cobra was to forget and want to bite, the magician is faster and simply withdraws his hand.
The cobra however simply gives up on the fingers. Another
thing peculiar about the cobra is that once it is picked up by
the head, it hangs limp without any fight left in it.

7h~ .t.'·fJ"~IAt:y ~a.-6~ :
The day of reckoning arrived late in 1960 in New York City
when a young magician by the name of Allemann decided that it
was time to astound the televiers with a live cobra -Actt"
Anything your little heart desires can be found in the big
city, so I went about the business of locating a cobra. First
I paid a visit to Princess Fatima, a snake charmer working in
42nd Street. I asked her about getting snake permits. To my
surprise she told me that I did not need any. I could have all
the snakes I wanted. The only proviso being that I could not
work with the snakes closer than 10 feet from the audience.
Looking through the yellow pages I found a famous dealer
in wild game called Trefflich's Inc. at West Broadway in Lower
Manhattan. A visit to his store was indeed a treat. The store
front looked like any other small store front but once inside
was like another world. The walls were covered with wall-size
fotos of Mr Trefflich and Frank Buck conversing somewhere in
the jungles of Africa. Any kind of wild animal from anywhere
in the world could be bought here over the counterl
I asked Mr. Trefflich about buying a live cobra. He said,
"Why not? I can get you one for $40." So I paid him $40 and he
sent the order to Bill Haast of the Miami Serpentarium. I will
hear from Mr. Haast shortly, he said.
Mr. Haast wrote me a letter dated December 6th, 1960. He
said he was only allowed to sell cobras to certain people,
doctors, zoos and show people. He said that he would pick me
out a beautiful one, that it had to be defanged, that there
was no gaurantee how long the cobra would live, that there was
the possibility that the cobra would grow back its fangs, that
he would take the cobra personaly to the airport and that
someone should pick it up right away.
The cobra was finally shipped on Feb. 14th, 1961 and it
was picked up by Trefflic's man and taken the same day to the
store. I called for the snake the same day and a lady told me
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that Mr. Trtfflic was out of town and did not know when he would
return, that she could' nO't 'turnover the cobra to me, that Mr.
Traff1ic was the snake expert, that he had to open the box and
examine the cobra, etc., etc.
On the way home, I stopped at the Essex house to visit
Richard Himber. I told Dick that I had just bought a live cobra
and was planning to do a show with it after I trained it.
Dick said, "That's great. We can pass out the cobra for minute
examination I "
I went back to Treff1ick's store everyday for the rest of
the week, Mr. Trefflich was still out of town and the box with
the cobra set on the floor. Finally Mr. Treff1ich arrived on
Saturday. I asked him for the cobra. He said, pointing to the
box on the floor, "There it is. Take it. I asked, Aren't you
going to open it?" "Heck nol" he said. "I am not about to open
a box with a cobra in itl" The date was Feb. 18thl
I felt like punching somebody on the nose but I didn't. I
was glad that the ordeal was over. I placed the box under my
arm and went home. Got on the subway which was crowded with
Saturday shoppers and wondered what would happen if they knew
what was in the box. It was 10 miles by subway from lower Manhattan to my home in the Bronx. I had plenty of time to day dream.
I thought about the 'Cobra Act.'
After the introduction, I would walk out to center stage in
a white tuxedo and a satin jungle hat with a red ruby in the'
center. I would give my lecture about 'The Living Death and that
the act had never been seen by an American pUblic, etc, etc."
A scantly dressed beauty in Indian silks would next come out
dancing to eastern music with a basket over her head. The basket
was then placed on a pedestal in center stage.
A servant boy next brings out a silver flute resting on black
satin on a tray. I pick up the flute. Unlock the basket and wake
up the snake and the cobra act is on. The large hood of the NajaNaja is facing the audience with its bright red and green colors.
In the meantime my good wife is threatening to sue for divorce if I bring a cobra within ten miles of my home. So I finna11y got home and said nothing. Took the box into my office and
locked all the windows and doors. It took an eternity to open
the box. Inside the box was a sack. I picked the sack up which
was four feet tall, opene.d the top and looked in. The cobra was
coiled on the bottom. I kicked it but it did not move. I next
dumped the sack on the floor. The snake was deadl
II

II

Heard later that an act with a king cobra by Bill Haast that
was to be televised was canceled. The stage hands refused to work
with a cobra around. Ho Huml

